Abstract. We report the results of a search for axions from the 14.4 keV M1 transition from 57 Fe in the core of the sun using the axio-electric effect in TeO 2 bolometers. The detectors are 5×5×5 cm 3 crystals operated at about 10 mK in a facility used to test bolometers for the CUORE experiment at the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso in Italy. An analysis of 43.65 kg·d of data was made using a newly developed low energy trigger which was optimized to reduce the energy threshold of the detector. An upper limit of 0.58 c·kg −1 ·d −1 is established at 95% C.L., which translates into lower bounds f A ≥ 3.12 × 10 5 GeV 95% C.L. (DFSZ model) and f A ≥ 2.41 × 10 4 GeV 95% C.L. (KSVZ model) on the Peccei-Quinn symmetrybreaking scale, for a value of S = 0.5 of the flavor-singlet axial vector matrix element. These bounds can be expressed in terms of axion masses as m A ≤ 19.2 eV and m A ≤ 250 eV at 95% C.L. in the DFSZ and KSVZ models respectively. Bounds are given also for the interval 0.35 ≤ S ≤ 0.55.
Introduction

1
Quantum chromodynamics or QCD, largely accepted as the best theory describing strong 2 interactions, contains one curious blemish known as "the strong CP problem". QCD predicts a 3 large neutron electric dipole moment, of the order |d n | ≈ 10 −16 e·cm, whereas the experimental 4 bound is |d n | ≤ 2.9×10 −26 e·cm [1] . This fact puts an unnaturally small upper limit (< 10 −10 ) 5 to the θ QCD parameter, the strength of the CP violating term present in the QCD. In order where g s is the strong coupling constant, G µν a the gluon field,G aµν is its dual which violates 10 CP symmetry, a is a new pseudoscalar field, and f A is the Peccei-Quinn symmetry-breaking 11 scale. Non-perturbative effects induce a potential for the field a that has a minimum at 12 a = f A θ QCD which causes the spontaneous breaking of the global U(1) symmetry. Later 
15
The axion has a long history, with many theoretical and experimental papers published et. al [6] , and Kim [7] , and the many references therein. We will just recall here that the
19
"standard" Peccei-Quinn axion with a symmetry-breaking scale of the order of the electro-20 weak scale is ruled out by experiments. However, other models of "invisible" axions which
21
break the symmetry at much higher energies are still viable. The possibility that the axion 22 might be most or part of the dark-matter has reinforced even further the interest for this 23 field [8] .
24
The purpose of the present work is to study the interaction of axions produced in the Sun 25 with a terrestrial detector consisting of an array of TeO 2 bolometers operated underground 26 and described in Section 4. The axion production mechanism is a competing branch of the photo-electric effect with the absorption of an axion instead of a photon.
31
In this paper we will initially perform a totally model independent study, assuming 32 that the coupling constants related both to the detection and production mechanisms are 33 unconstrained free parameters. We will then focus on the non-hadronic axions that couple 34 to gluons, electrons, and photons described in the model by Dine, Fischler, Srednicki, and
35
Zhitnitski (DFSZ) [9] . In DFSZ or Grand-Unified Theory (GUT) model, axions couple to 36 photons, gluons, and leptons at the tree level: this model is therefore quite appropriate for 37 our experimental approach, which uses the coupling to electrons as a basic detection method.
38
We will also consider another model by Kim and Shifman, Vainstein, and Zakharov [10] , the 39 KSVZ or hadronic model, in which no coupling to leptons at the tree level occurs, but a weak 40 radiatively induced coupling to electrons is possible due to axion's interaction with photons.
41
In both the DFSZ and KSVZ models, the mass of the axion, m A , is directly related to down and the strange quark respectively [11] :
2 Axion-nucleon coupling: axion emission from 57 Fe nuclei in the Sun
47
As stated before, the axion source studied in this search is the M1 transition produced by be the error in the flux.
56
The Lagrangian that couples axions to nucleons is:
Here, g 0 AN and g 3 AN are the iso-scalar and iso-vector coupling constants, model dependent,
58
and τ 3 is a Pauli matrix.
59
To compute the expected axion flux, the axion-to-photon branching ratio for the decay 60 of the 1st excited state of 57 Fe has to be taken into account [14, 15] :
where µ 0 = 0.88 and µ 3 = 4.71 are the isoscalar and isovector nuclear magnetic moments 62 (in nuclear magnetons), δ is the E2/M1 mixing ratio for the nuclear transition, β and η are nuclear structure dependent ratios. For the 14.4 keV de-excitation process their values are δ = 0.002, β = -1.19 and η = 0. 
where 
74
For future considerations, we will consider the overlapping range 0.35 − 0.55 for S.
75
It has to be underlined that values for g 0 AN and for g 3 AN in the DFSZ model depend The detection mechanism used in the present work is the axio-electric effect, which is the 88 equivalent of a photo-electric effect with the absorption of an axion instead of a photon:
89
A + e + Z → e + Z.
90
-3 - The purpose of this paper is to study 57 Fe solar axions both in the relativistic and 
where σ pe is the photoelectric cross section, α the fine structure constant, E the axion 100 energy and m A the axion mass.
101
We intend, however, to express the cross sections more generally in terms of a dimen-102 sionless coupling constant g Ae , defined by the interaction Lagrangian
which couples the axion field a to the electron field ψ.
In order to do that, we recall that the formulae in Eq. we will use a similar expression, given by 
116
In specific axion models, the dimensionless constant g Ae is related to the electron mass 117 and f A so that
where C e is a model-dependent parameter that is of the order unity when the coupling 119 to electrons occurs at the tree level. We have already seen that C e = 2 in the approach 120 followed by M. Pospelov et al. [20] .
121
In the DFSZ axion models, where the coupling at the tree level occurs, the parameter
122
C e is usually expressed as
where tan(β DF SZ ) is the ratio of two Higgs vacuum expectation values. We will take In the KSVZ axion model there is no tree-level couplings to electron, so g Ae is much 127 smaller (by a factor of about α 2 ), being determined only by radiative corrections [25] : 
Experiment
137
In the analysis shown in the present work we will focus on the results from a specific R&D 
189
In order to reject thermal and microphonic noise, the pulses are selected using the shape and are equal to 1. They were found to be almost completely energy independent for events 195 above 3 keV.
196
The low energy spectrum, below 40 keV, is shown in Fig. 3 . It is modeled with two Three scenarios will be considered: limit.
228
In the second approach, the allowed range of g Ae can be calculated as a function of the d quark X d is set equal to 1 for the DFSZ model. This is the value that maximizes the 234 DFSZ axioelectric cross section that will be used to set a limit on the axion mass. shows the restricted ranges for g Ae .
236
Finally, we have considered the relationships between the axioelectric cross sections 
